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June 19, 2012

U. S. Department of Transportation
Docket Operations
West Building, Room W12-140
1200 New Jersey Avenue SE
Washington, DC 20590

RE: Federal Transit Administration Docket Number FTA-2012-0019
Application of Buy America Waivers to Rolling Stock Overhauls and Rebuilds

Dear Docket Clerk:

In response to USDOT Docket Number FTA-2012-0019 issued May 21,2012
concerning the Application of Buy America Waivers to Rolling Stock Overhauls and
Rebuilds, Diversity Matters 2 US, LLC C'DM2US"}, an independent consulting firm
specializinq .in Buy America compliance and DBE participation, respectfully submits the
following comments:

As an avid proponent of USDOT's and FTA's Buy America program, DM2US strongly
supports continuing the successful 30+ year precedent of applying the 661.11 Rolling
Stock rule to all FTA-funded overhauls (also known as refurbishments) and not forcing
Grantees to distinguish overhauls from rebuilds. Requiring railcarlbus builders and
major Component suppliers to relocate manufacturing activities for a relatively miniscule
portion of their global sales will significantly drive up their costs and subsequent prices
paid by Grantees, FT A and US taxpayers.

The main point of Buy America is to create and maintain as many US manufacturing
jobs as possible. As someone who's worked with and/or for both FTA Grantees and
transit vehicle manufacturers, I have no doubt that, when properly administered and
audited, the 49 CFR Part 661.11 Rolling Stock rule results in more US jobs than the
661.5 Manufactured Product rule, especial~y for domestic subcomponent
manufacturers.
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The 100% Manufactured Product rule may (politically) sound more substantial than the
60% Rolling Stock rule, especially to those who do not actually procure,
manufacture/sell or legitimately audit the purchase of overhauled vehicles, but when
you drill down to the Component level, you'll quickly discover the real truth about US
manufacturing jobs crucial to Americans. While the 661.11 rule requires individual
domestic Components to contain at least 60% domestic Subcomponents, the 661.5 rule
does not require any domestic Subcomponents. The 661.5 allows a vehicle to contain
100% foreign Subcomponents. The Rolling Stock rule automatically guarantees that
Subcomponent manufacturers, including DBEs, get a "seat at the table" and a "piece of
the pie."

Unlike many metropolitan cities throughout Europe and ASia, the US railcar market is
simply less standardized and more customized among its individual transit agencies
(i.e., Grantees). The raitcars, track and major components (especially power supplies)
are very different between New York City, Atlanta, Los Angeles and other cities.
Furthermore, the US market is a relatively small percentage of nearly every railcar
manufacturer's overall global market. Since vehicle profit margins are often razor-thin
and materials equal approximately'60%-75% of selling price, total material cost is the
most important determining factor among competing bidders. Perhaps even more
challenging, FTA Grantees often award higher technical scores to railcar bidders
offering Grantee-specified or preferred foreign Components. Although it's politically
incorrect to state it, Europe and Asia still provide some large Components better and
cheaper than the USA. Americans are certainly closing the gap but we're not quite
there yet. Therefore, manufacturers assembling railcars in the US carefully develop

their overall Component material plans based upon how to meet (and exceed) the
661.11 Rolling Stock 60% rule during initial production and subsequent overhauls.

It's unrealistic from a commercial and technical perspective to expect any firm

overhauling a railcar to simply "swap out" foreign Components for domestic ones that
would automatically integrate into existing systems on vehicles originally produced
several years earlier. Raitcar and bus Components are not off-the shelf "plug and play"
replacement parts. Most, if not an, of the "typical Components" listed in 661.11
Appendices 8 and Care "replace-in-kind" long-lead time items technically specified by
Grantees.

Although DM2US supports the material classification aspect of FTNs non-shift approach
to replacement parts (i.e., "once a Component - always a Component"), we strongly
disagree that a foreign-made Component or Subcomponent on an FTA-funded Rolling
Stock original procurement must subsequently transfer its well-established mass
production manufacturing processes to the USA.
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Dozens of transit industry leaders including Grantees, railcar and bus
manufacturers/overhaulers, attorneys and consultants participated in an APT A-
organized May 30 th nationwide teleconference to discuss FTA's proposed Change to
overhauls. Every single one of the many participants who spoke out during the hour-
long discussion opposed FTA's proposal to apply the 661.5 manufactured product rule
to overhaul contracts (despite repeated requests by APT A for participants to
state/defend the other side of the argument). The individuals speaking out were/are
strong supporters of Buy America looking for the best ways to comply with (and not

circumvent) FTA's rules.

Defining and distinguishing between a contract that extends a vehicle to its original
intended life (i.e., overhaul) versus one that extends beyond it (i.e., rebuild) with ever-
improving technologies and constantly-changing safety standards is a subjective line in
the sand open to the interpretation (and/or perhaps, personal preference of differing Buy
America standards) of Grantees, their project managers and, likely, their lawyers. One
man's overhaul may be another man's rebuild. Potential bidders could
protesUchallenge these designations based upon past interpretations and wording.
Lawyers will be kept busy sorting out these challenges.

If an overwhelming majority, if not aU, of the fT A Grantees and transit vehicle
manufacturers (especially overhaulers) oppose the 661.5 manufactured product rule,
why would FTA mandate such an impossible requirement that would decrease
competition, delay contracts, and cost more money? If FTA institutes the 661.5
Manufactured Product rule, will FTA respond to inevitable multitude of 25% price
differentia! waiver requests in a prompt manner (e.g., 15 days) during the bid proposal
period or will Grantees be forced to defay contract awards?

The area of Buy America (il)legitimacy where we see significant inconsistency is the
interpretation, auditing, "counting value" and "selling value" of domestic Component
"Manufacturing" and "Substantial Transformation" by FTA Grantees and Railcar/Bus

builders/overhaulersJrebuiiders - especia1ly on TVM's internally-manufactured major
Components (e.g., carsheU, propulsion, communication equipment, truck assemblies,
etc.). How can a foreign cars hell's total "counting value" equal $40,000 while a similar
domestic carshell's total "counting value" equal $100,OOO? Is the foreign manufacturing
cost under-valued and not properly audited? ...and/or ... is the domestic manufacturing
cost over-valued? Why are there no standardized minimum audit procedures and
supplier documentation requirements for FTA Grantees? Since low labor Cost
Countries ("LLCCs") can produce some major Components much cheaper than in the
US, the Railcar/Bus Builders that follow both the intent and written rules often pay a
Significantly higher material cost (and therefore place themselves at a major
disadvantage) than competitors who "barely comply" with USDOT's Buy America rules
and capitalize on weak Grantee auditors.
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Closing Statement

You will not find a more reientless supporter of true Buy America than DM2US. We
strongly urge the US DOT and FTA to heed the-advice of APTA, FTA Grantees and
vehicle manufacturers by continuing to apply the substantive 661.11 Rolling Stock Buy
America rule rather than the small business-reducing 661.5 manufactured product rule
on overhauled vehicles. DM2US respectfully requests to actively participate in any
future DOT and/or FTA stakeho.lder meetings that bring together Grantees, prime
contractors, suppliers, and consultants to discuss ways of improving the administration
of USDOTs Buy America program.

DM2US thanks the USDOT and FTA for their outstanding continuous efforts toward
improving the Buy America program and this opportunity to submit comments.

Respectfully yours,

Bob Nixon, President
Diversity Matters 2 US, LLC

Note: During my 17-year career, I have prepared Buy America documentation and participated in Pre-

Award/Post-Delivery audits on more than $2 billion in contracts and provided Buy America training to

more than 700 transit officials worldwide. The comments stated above may contain excerpts from the
author's previous written statements to USDOT, FTA, FRA, FHWA, FAA, Amtrak, Grantees, Recipients,
prime contractors, suppliers, consultants, APT A, and other transit-related and DBE-focused organizations

and publications.
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